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Technical Director

Skills 3D Software: Side Effects Houdini, Autodesk Softimage.
Renderers: Mantra, Mental Ray.
2D Software: Nuke.
Tools/Languages: C/C++, VEX, HScript, Python.
API: HDK, XSI SDK,QT. 
Operating Systems: Linux, Windows.

Experience

(January 2007 to current)

(March 2005 to 
December 2006)

 

Lamaison 

Technical Director

•Perrier melting commercial:
- Melting animation using particle fluid dynamics in Houdini. 
- Wrote a bgeo importer using the XSI SDK to render objects in XSI/MentalRay. The 
importer deals with changing topology, imports vertex attributes as vertex color maps and 
point attributes as weightmaps.
•Sony Ericsonn commercial:
- Beard animation setup in Houdini and fall dynamics.
•Loreal Inneov commercial:
- Modeling setup to sweep rings around hair shapes in Houdini and rendering in Mantra.
•Les enfants de Timpelbach (feature Film):
- Fur pipeline in Houdini, and rendering setup in Mantra. 
- Wrote a custom renderhook to visualize guides attributes in OpenGL.
- Hair dynamics and animation in Houdini.
•GDF commercial: 
Wire animation in Houdini and rendering in mantra.
•Peugeot 308 commercial:
- Rendering in Mantra and HDK programming, including a Mantra geometry shader to 
increase particle count at render time.
•Chrysalis (feature film):
- Volume rendering tools in Houdini used on the hologram sequence including OTL, VEX 
and HDK development.

R&D Department

•Renderwoman: 
- Wrote code for the in-house render management software, developped in C++ using the 
QT API. 
•Mental Ray Shader programming including :
- Sub-surface scattering to simulate light diffusion in translucent materials. It uses a 
hierarchical data structure (octree) to accelerate computation. Illumination is sampled in 
object space and resulting shading can be rendermaped. 
 - Flow-Noise to create procedural textures of flowing materials like lava and billowy 
smoke.
•XSI SDK programming  including:
- 2D Triangulation plugin to triangulate arbitrary points in user-defined plane. 
- Shape by Silhouette plugin that creates a 3d mesh from a set of rotoscoped pictures 
and tracked cameras. 
- FXTree (XSI compositing application) plugin to create a postion map from a set of 
cameras and motions vectors. Used to create point clouds from  2D pictures.

http://www.alamaison.fr/


(January 2004 to 
September 2004)

Internship 

Fluid simulation 
- C++ in proprietary solver.
- Involved 2D and 3D smoke simulation and Target driven smoke.

Also implemented an export plugin from 3D Equalizer to RealViz MatchMover in TCL.

Education Engineer degree in Computer Science 

Compiègne's University of Technology UTC (France), Graduated September 2004.

Attended graphics courses in the Universite de Montreal as an exchange student in 
image synthesis and solid modeling.

Interests Photography, music, cycling.

Languages:
 - French and English: fluent.
 - German: decent.

http://www.utc.fr/
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